Welcome to our newly re-imagined homepage! The new layout is simple, clean and responsive with an aim to simplify the desktop experience.

What changed?

Here are the most evident changes to O.L.I.V.E.R.’s new look:

- A new header - The new header makes it easy to determine where you are, and to move around within O.L.I.V.E.R. with simplified side navigation.
- Side bar for the menus - more efficient to navigate the system.
New Home Page Layout

- A better user's drop down with a count of unread messages.
- Repositioned Browse dropdown.
- Breadcrumb navigation.
- Global and Advanced Search.
New Home Page Layout

- Navigation Tabs span the top of the page.

- Responsive home page with a grid based portlet layout.

Please direct any questions or requests for assistance to the O.L.I.V.E.R. team:

OLIVER@parentsasteachers.org.